The Total System Solution

The Industry’s Most Comprehensive Product Offering
Consider the following benefits, only offered by Franklin Fueling Systems:

Submersible Pumping Systems: Advanced technologies, including our intelligent controllers and variable frequency controllers, bring fault detection and intelligence to STPs. Franklin Fueling Systems’ Turbine Pump Interface (TPI) capabilities make controllers even more powerful when paired with Franklin’s fuel management system tank gauges.

Fuel Management Systems: Franklin Fueling Systems offers the most sophisticated fuel management system available. The Auto-Learn™ technology provides easy setup, simple installation and high accuracy for vital tasks like inventory management and monitoring. Using the rules engine you can customize each installation to meet system specific needs.

Service Station Hardware: Get all the tank trim accessories you could possibly need from one source. Each component offers unique benefits with a proven track record of performance and reliability.

Piping and Containment Systems: Franklin Fueling Systems is able to provide piping solutions for diverse site needs with one of the most installer-friendly, semi-rigid piping systems on the market. Whether you require product or vent/vapor piping, Franklin has the solution to fit any scenario and when you monitor your piping system using a Franklin fuel management system, you’re covered by an upgraded ten-year warranty.

Dispensing Systems: Franklin Fueling Systems offers one of the world’s leading enhanced vapor recovery systems, boasting the largest installation population, highest flow rates and most in-field experience.

Your Biofuel Solution
Franklin Fueling Systems offers a robust supply of biofuel compatible system components providing you with a single, reliable source for your biofuel solution. The offering includes flexible pipe UL971 approved for up to 100% ethanol content, submersible pumps UL-approved for ethanol content between 0 and 85%, CARB certified Stage I EVR system compatible with E85 and a variety of leak detection and inventory probes compatible with ethanol and biodiesel blends.

Franklin Electric
Franklin Fueling Systems, a wholly owned subsidiary of Franklin Electric, was founded as FE Petro in 1988. Driven by the spirit of innovation, FE Petro introduced industry solutions such as variable length pumps and the Mag Shell pump. Through acquisitions including EBW, INCON, Healy Systems, and PetroTechnik, FFS has set a standard in the industry for complete fuelling system solutions.

One Order, Multiple Benefits
Get the most comprehensive product offering from the industry’s leader in total systems solutions. Franklin Fueling Systems provides unparalleled simpliﬁcation in placing one order, having one point of contact, relying on one service team and receiving one consolidated shipment. Placing an order for a complete site qualiﬁes you for the Complete Site Package Discount and all of the beneﬁts no other manufacturer can offer.

Benefits include:
- Premium discount added onto entire order
- Extended warranty on all products
- Complimentary remote fuel management service, GetConnected AnyWare™
- One point of contact for customer and technical service
- Four day shipping lead-time

Unmatched Support
Getting the right answers to your questions can’t wait. Franklin Fueling Systems has the world’s largest group of certiﬁed service companies and backs you with one of the industry’s leading technical and customer service teams. Also included in this arsenal of support are these valuable online tools, which help you keep track of every aspect of your business anytime, 24/7:

Self-Service Center
- Follow your order from placement to arrival
- Track shipments
- View order history
- Download invoices

TechLAB – Franklin Fueling Systems online technical services storehouse
- Provides installation views
- Offers online certiﬁcations
- Delivers the latest technical information 24/7

What Sets Us Apart
Consider the following beneﬁts, only offered by Franklin Fueling Systems:

Submersible Pumping Systems: Advanced technologies, including our intelligent controllers and variable frequency controllers, bring fault detection and intelligence to STPs. Franklin Fueling Systems’ Turbine Pump Interface (TPI) capabilities make controllers even more powerful when paired with Franklin’s fuel management system tank gauges.

Fuel Management Systems: Franklin Fueling Systems offers the most sophisticated fuel management system available. The Auto-Learn™ technology provides easy setup, simple installation and high accuracy for vital tasks like inventory management and monitoring. Using the rules engine you can customize each installation to meet system specific needs.

Service Station Hardware: Get all the tank trim accessories you could possibly need from one source. Each component offers unique beneﬁts with a proven track record of performance and reliability.

Piping and Containment Systems: Franklin Fueling Systems is able to provide piping solutions for diverse site needs with one of the most installer-friendly, semi-rigid piping systems on the market. Whether you require product or vent/vapor piping, Franklin has the solution to fit any scenario and when you monitor your piping system using a Franklin fuel management system, you’re covered by an upgraded ten-year warranty.

Dispensing Systems: Franklin Fueling Systems offers one of the world’s leading enhanced vapor recovery systems, boasting the largest installation population, highest ﬂow rates and most in-ﬁeld experience.

Your Biofuel Solution
Franklin Fueling Systems offers a robust supply of biofuel compatible system components providing you with a single, reliable source for your biofuel solution. The offering includes ﬂexible pipe UL971 approved for up to 100% ethanol content, submersible pumps UL-approved for ethanol content between 0 and 85%, CARB certiﬁed Stage I EVR system compatible with E85 and a variety of leak detection and inventory probes compatible with ethanol and biodiesel blends.

Franklin Electric
Franklin Fueling Systems, a wholly owned subsidiary of Franklin Electric, was founded as FE Petro in 1988. Driven by the spirit of innovation, FE Petro introduced industry solutions such as variable length pumps and the Mag Shell pump. Through acquisitions including EBW, INCON, Healy Systems, and PetroTechnik, FFS has set a standard in the industry for complete fuelling system solutions.

1988 Founded as FE Petro
2000 Acquisition of EBW, Inc. and API, Inc.
2002 Acquisition of INCON
2004 Company renamed to Franklin Fueling Systems
2005 Acquisition of Phil-Tite Industries
2006 Acquisition of Healy Systems
2007 Expansion of headquarters
2010 Acquisition of PetroTechnik
FFS manufactures and markets a complete line of Stage II vapor recovery systems globally under the Healy product brand. Healy vapor recovery products suit any application and customize to any site, ensuring proper connection.

**Products Include:**
- Clean air separator
- Enhanced Vapor Recovery nozzle
- Central vacuum pump
- Dispenser mounted vacuum

The Total System Solution
Franklin Fueling Systems has a vast product offering and can deliver the most comprehensive system packages, comprised of leading-edge equipment from highly robust product lines.

FFS submersible pumping systems provide faster fuel dispensing, improved efficiency and unmatched reliability. The FE Petro brand industry-leading product design offers the highest performing submersible pumping systems available.

**Products Include:**
- 4-inch variable speed, variable length turbines
- Mechanical line leak detection
- Single-phase smart controller
- 6-inch high capacity turbines
- High capacity line leak detector

FFS offers the most comprehensive line of piping and containment products in the industry. Brands APT and UPP feature innovative technology and outstanding quality, making them a leading provider of fuel pipe.

**Products Include:**
- XP flexible pipework
- UPP semi-rigid pipework
- 4-inch ducting
- Entry fittings
- Dispenser and tank sumps

FFS offers the most comprehensive line of tank monitoring systems, providing users the capability to take complete control of fuel management. The INCON brand is ideal for monitoring inventory, environmental control and fuel management. Next generation technology from INCON allows users to monitor tanks from any web browser.

**Products Include:**
- Fuel management system consoles
- Electronic line leak detector
- Leak detection sensors
- External console hardware accessories

FFS service station hardware products comprise a fully comprehensive and environmentally friendly system including a complete field approved system for E85 and biodiesel sold under the品牌的Phil-Tite line.

**Products Include:**
- Underground storage tank equipment
- Automatic shut-off valves
- Tank access protection
- Vapor and emissions emergency shut-off valves
- Spill containers
- Aboveground storage tank equipment
- Foundations and composite access covers
- Nozzles

FFS transport systems products make it easy to connect to loading terminals and underground storage tanks with our broad line of adapters, elbows and valves. Sold under the brand EBW, these products cover both loading and offloading applications. Our tank transport hardware products provide a wide range of connection options.

**Products Include:**
- API bottom loading adapters
- Gravity drop adapters
- Vapor check valves
- Emergency valves
- Optic controlowers protection system

FFS offers the most comprehensive line of piping and containment products for the industry brands APT and UPP feature innovative technology and outstanding quality, making them a leading provider of fuel pipe.

**Products Include:**
- API flexible pipeline
- UPP semi-rigid pipe
- 4-inch ducting
- Entry fittings
- Dispenser and tank sumps
Piping & Containment Systems
- XP flexible pipe
- UPP semi-rigid electrofusion weld pipe
- Polyethylene and fiberglass dispenser sumps
- Polyethylene and fiberglass tank sumps

Fuel Management Systems
- Liquid dispenser or tank sump sensors
- Discriminating dispenser or tank sump sensors (also interstitial tank sensors - not pictured)
- Leak detection and inventory control probes
- Fuel management system tank gauges
- Web access to ATGs and remote monitoring software and services

Submersible Pumping Systems
- Submersible turbine pumps
  - a. Variable speed submersible pumps
  - b. Fixed speed submersible pumps (2 hp, 1 ½ hp, 1 3/4 hp)
  - c. Fixed and variable length
  - d. High capacity submersible pumps and controllers (3 hp and 5 hp)
- Mechanical leak detectors (ELLD pictured)
- Dispenser hook isolation controller
- Single-phase control box
- Single-phase smart controller
- MagVFC™ variable frequency controller

Dispensing Systems
- Swivel and in-line breakaways
- Inverted coaxial hoses
- Vapor recovery nozzles
- Dispenser-mounted and central vacuum pumps

Service Station Hardware
- Product shear valves
- Vapor shear valves
- Defender Series™ single and double wall vapor spill containers without drain (mechanical or sensor monitored)
- Defender Series™ single and double wall fill spill containers with drain (mechanical or sensor monitored)
- Monitoring well manholes
- Manways
- UPP fill tank sumps
- Outport manholes
- Defender Series™ fill prevention valves
- Vapor recovery caps
- Vapor recovery swivel adapter
- Dispenser caps
- Dispenser swivel adapter
- Drop tubes
- Tank bottom protection
- Detector vents
- Safety valve breakaways

Franklin Fueling Systems also offers a complete line of hardware for aboveground applications including anti siphon valves, pressure vacuum vents, spill containers and overfill prevention valves as well as a complete line of transport systems hardware.